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Somewhere between plankton and Elon Musk, human 
evolution has come a long way since our knuckle-scrap-
ing days. It seems that nothing can stop mankind’s 
technological advancement – we’ve now got access to 
infinite information in our smartphones, and we’re even 
trying to conquer space – the final frontier. 

Based on these achievements, humans are 
simply getting smarter, right?

The IQ test
How many times have we heard parents say that 
their kids are smarter than they are? Seriously 
though, there has actually been a rise of about 3 IQ 
points per decade in the 20th century, in a scenario 
known as the “Flynn effect”. But the growth isn’t 
even; IQ points in developing nations – like in China, 
Kenya, and India – are increasing greatly, while those 
in fully industrialised zones like Northern Europe 
have flatlined. 

The UK has actually seen a decline in IQ points, and 
it’s not alone. Researchers in Norway found that 
locals born after 1975 were 7 IQ points dumber per 
generation, based on an analysis of 730,000 
subjects. So what happened?

Many theorise that the increase in IQ points has 
something to do with improved nutrition, living 
conditions, and education, which explains why 
developing nations are scoring IQ points like a 
Korean gamer. Would their IQ points plateau once 
these nations become developed like their European 
counterparts? 

Where did we go wrong?
Scientists are baffled as to what aspect of modern 
life is driving this stupidification. Could we blame it 
on modern inventions? If necessity is the mother of 
invention, then laziness could be its father.

As our tech advances, it becomes more user-friendly 
so that we don’t even need to think about how to 

use them; even toddlers can easily learn how to 
use an iPad. These days, creating new apps is also 
easier than ever – there’s no need for you to study 
computer science or know how to code. 

Innovations that have made our lives convenient 
have also made our brains lazier – we don’t 
remember our friends’ phone numbers, and 
losing our phone practically means we lose our 
surrogate brains. We don’t remember anything 
because of the ‘Google Effect’. Go offline, and even 
a 7-year-old with internet access is probably 
smarter than you.

While having all this knowledge at our fingertips 
could enrich us, tech author Nicholas Carr thinks 
that constantly looking up information online is 
not an effective way to create permanent 
memories or acquire knowledge. Thanks to the 
Google Effect and distraction of smartphones, a 
Microsoft study found that the average human 
attention span fell from 12 seconds in 2000 to 8 
seconds today. 

The Accidental Effect of Social Media
Some of our modern marvels could have the 
potential to make us geniuses, but we often 
choose innovations to actually make us stupider.

Social media connects people and dumbs them 
down collectively – just look at all the comments 
on a Facebook page, and you’ll notice the 
deterioration of civilisation. And we’re just talking 

about the use of the English language. Gone are 
the days of eloquence; instead, we find the misuse 
of words like “their” instead of “they’re” and a 
profusion of abbreviations like ‘brb’, ‘tmi’, and 
‘omg’. People have lost the ability to spell.

Then there are those who share crazy Youtube 
challenges and #killfies that make idiocy a 
dangerous habit. Centuries after humans 
conquered deathly diseases like the plague, 
people are now finding dumb ways to die. 

Interestingly, some of these youths make a lot of 
money from their antics on social media, so it 
makes us wonder why they have so many viewers 
in the first place. Have we evolved into a species 
that just likes seeing people do stupid things? 

Tech and natural selection
Has our tech evolution also affected natural 
selection? Just look at the growing US$465 billion 
beauty industry, one that is fueled by the boom of 
Instagram. We have become so shallow that we 
equate beauty with success (ie. Kylie Jenner), so 
naturally everyone wants to be beautiful.

But beauty has a place in human evolution – it 
helps us find the ‘genetic accidents’ to allow us as 
a species to not face the same fate. However, this 
natural selection has been disrupted by modern 
medicine; no longer do only the toughest and 
smartest humans survive because nowadays, 
(almost) everyone can. 

By Nina Gan

What does this say about the future? 
Technology is making us shallower thinkers, unable to digest speeches, and perpetually distracted – this, according to Nicholas Carr, could 
make our culture a little shallow. In the future, people will have lost the ability to spell, to communicate face-to-face, or even stay attentive 

for long. As economist Tyler Cowan pithily puts it, “We have started building a more stupidity-inducing environment.”
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